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17 April 2015 
 

 

 
General Manager 
Infrastructure & Transport – Access and Pricing Branch 
ACCC 
GPO Box 520 
Melbourne  VIC  3001 

By email: transport@accc.gov.au  

 
cc:   Mr. Michael Eady 

Director, Infrastructure and Transport –Access & Pricing Branch 
email:  michael.eady@accc.gov.au  
 

Dear Mr. Eady 

Viterra application seeking capacity allocation system approval under the Port 
Terminal Access (Bulk Wheat) Code of Conduct 

Introduction 

We refer to the application from Viterra seeking approval of its proposed capacity 
allocation system ("Application") under the Port Terminal Access (Bulk Wheat) Code of 
Conduct ("Code") and the issues paper released by the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission ("ACCC") on 2 April 2015 ("ACCC Issues Paper").  

Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited ("CBH") welcomes the opportunity to make a 
submission to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission ("ACCC") in 
respect of the Viterra Application, particularly given CBH is a customer of Viterra's South 
Australian port terminal services. 

Background on CBH 

CBH is a co-operative incorporated under the Co-operatives Act 2009 (WA) as a non-
distributing co-operative with approximately 4300 grower members based in WA.  We 
believe we are well placed to make a submission on Viterra's proposal given CBH is both 
a customer of Viterra in respect of its South Australian port terminal service and an 
operator of port terminals in Western Australia. 

CBH believes that port terminal service providers should be free to engage with 
customers on commercial terms determined by the parties.  Such freedom ensures port 
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terminal services meet the demands of grain marketing operations, placing Australian 
grain in the best position to compete in world markets.  CBH believes that market forces 
are the best vehicle to maximise the interests of both port terminal service providers and 
grain marketers and resolve conflict if and when these interests conflict.  Further, 
avoiding unnecessary regulation ensures port terminal services operate efficiently and 
flexibly, minimising unnecessary costs and maximising net grower return.  To this end, 
CBH supports Viterra's application for approval, particularly in respect of its proposed 
long term agreements ("LTA") having regard to our comments below.   

Our comments have followed the framework of the ACCC Issues Paper, focusing on the 
ACCC questions in the Issues Paper which CBH can most constructively provide 
comments on. 

Introducing long term agreements 

CBH welcomes Viterra's proposed shift to LTAs.  LTAs will enable CBH to seek out 
international customers who are looking for security of supply and provide certainty 
which can justify increased investment in our SA operations which will enhance our 
productive efficiencies and maximise net grower return.  

We also believe LTAs will provide Viterra with greater certainty which will encourage it to 
invest in its infrastructure, which will in turn enhance the efficiencies of its port terminal 
services to the benefit exporters and growers alike. Ultimately, LTAs provide greater 
commercial certainty which promotes investment in all stages of the grain supply chain to 
the benefit of the entire grain industry. 

Consistent with Viterra's observations at para 1.5 of Viterra's Submission to the ACCC  
dated 12 March 2015 ("Submission"), CBH has similarly received overwhelming 
feedback from its customers, in respect to its own port terminals, that would like to 
engage with CBH on a LTA basis rather than on the current auction system.  Auction 
systems tie up industry funds in auction premium pools and lack the longer term 
commitment to make export and marketing plans for the medium to long term.  We agree 
with the shortcomings of the current auction system which Viterra identifies at para 3.2 of 
its Submission. 

LTC capacity allocation framework 

We believe the proposed LTC allocation process generally provides for the fair and 
transparent allocation of capacity.  In particular, we refer to the proposed duration of 
LTAs which we believe caters to exporters varying needs due to their different customer 
bases and operational requirements. 

In respect of the proposed capacity allocation restrictions, we believe upmost efforts 
should be made to ensure that the capacity allocation restriction is set at a level which 
does not artificially constrain an individual exporter or discriminate against existing users 
and risk future investment.   

LTC capacity oversubscription allocation process 

We believe that Viterra's proposed oversubscription process is adequately fair and 
transparent, given the significant amount of long term capacity which is available and 
Viterra's legitimate commercial interests.  Naturally this will depend on accurate actual 
capacity forecasting.  However, we believe that there may be scope for further allocation 
of LTA capacity.  We welcome Viterra's statement, at para 4.25 of its Submission, that it 
will explore the potential of increasing long term capacity and capacity more generally.  
Subject to appropriate demand signals, we believe increasing capacity at ports will 
ensure customers' long term needs are satisfied in the event of oversubscription and 
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consider that any necessary investment and/or expenditure which may be required is 
facilitated by the certainty which LTAs provide. 

Short term capacity allocation framework 

Viterra has proposed that short term capacity becomes available for booking on a first-in-
first-service basis when the shipping stems opens for a given year.  CBH notes this 
proposed timing for short term capacity allocation as it requires a commitment prior to 
production being realised which can mean there is a mismatch between capacity 
acquired and the quantity of grain available for export.  This can result in the inefficient 
utilisation of port capacity, impose unnecessary costs on exporters and distort 
investment signals for all parties.  As such, there are views that short term capacity 
should be allocated once seasonal production has become more certain closer to the 
harvest period.  

 
Additional matters 

Capacity to accumulate tonnes into the port terminal is volatile.  In years of wet harvest 
and off-grades the short term accumulations capacity may not operate anywhere near to 
long run capacity performance.  We believe Viterra should report on forecast and actual 
weekly accumulations into Port and in the event of consistent accumulation slippage by 
the BHC (that will have a material impact on future planned shipments) a method to roll 
back or hand back LTA capacity should be considered.  Again, this will ensure port 
efficiency is maximized, minimise unnecessary costs and ensure the accuracy of 
investment signals. 

We would be very pleased to provide the ACCC with further information should it be 
required.  Trevor Lucas and myself can be contacted by email at 
trevor.lucas@cbh.com.au and richard.codling@cbh.com.au 

 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Richard Codling 
Group General Counsel 
CBH Group  

mailto:trevor.lucas@cbh.com.au

